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The Dublin Economic Monitor is 
a joint initiative on behalf of the 
four Dublin Local Authorities, 
and is designed to be of interest 
to those living and doing business 
in Dublin or considering locating 
here. The report is produced by 
Grant Thornton with inputs from 
IHS Markit and MasterCard.

There are two special feature 
articles this quarter. The first, 
from Dr. Eoin Magennis of 
Ulster University, centres on 
the Dublin-Belfast Economic 
Corridor. The second article 
is by Judith O’Doherty, Chief 
Executive Officer at eutopia, and 
considers the Dublin region from 
a place analytics and international 
competitiveness perspective.

The Monitor is divided into 
the following themes for Dublin: 

Economy
Business Developments
Retail
Hospitality
Labour Market
International Rankings
Housing
Transport & Travel

For more data and insights see: 
www.dublineconomy.ie.

The next edition will be 
published in September 2021.

This document provides general information on the Dublin economy. It is not intended to be used as a basis for any par-
ticular course of action or as a substitute for financial advice. The document is produced independently by Grant Thornton 
and Packed.House; the views and opinions expressed are those of the relevant author, and do not necessarily reflect the 
views of the Dublin Local Authorities. The Dublin Local Authorities disclaim all liability in connection with any action that 
may be taken in reliance of this document, and for any error, deficiency, flaw or omission contained in it.

The June 2021 issue of 
the Dublin Economic 
Monitor

Dublin City
Council

South Dublin County
Council

Fingal County
Council

Dún Laoghaire Rathdown
County Council

Highlights
The number of recipients of 
the Pandemic Unemployment 
Payment in Dublin fell to 
125,000 in May 2021 as the 
gradual re-opening of the 
economy reduced demand for 
income supports.

Business activity in Dublin 
plummeted in Q1 2021 as 
all segments of the Capital’s 
private sector suffered due to 
the re-imposition of Covid-19 
restrictions. 

Consumer retail spending 
receded by 3.9% QoQ (SA) in 
Q1 2021 as the closure of non-
essential retail outlets caused a 
particularly severe contraction 
in discretionary expenditure in 
the Capital. 

Residential property 
transactions reached a new peak 
of over 2,500 (SA) in January 
2021, though restrictions on 
construction limited new house 
commencements in the Capital 
to 188 in the quarter.

Dublin Port throughput 
declined by 21.5% QoQ (SA) 
in Q1 2021 as Brexit continued 
to adversely affect trade 
conditions. 
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Pent-up demand to drive Dublin’s 
economic reawakening 
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The previous Economic Monitor noted that the economy 
was waiting for take-off. The runway has remained 
closed and take-off has been delayed. Declaring the 
recovery underway had started to feel like a folly but it 
is forgivable, given how beholden we are to restrictions 
lifting and the vaccine programme. Hopefully this time 
re-opening is permanent. The exceptionally challenging 
economic path during the pandemic is obvious, but 
there is finally a sense that the vaccine roll out, and 
adherence to the most recent restrictions, has brought us 
to a point where there is some more certainty in calling 
the recovery. 

Business Optimism is building
The Bank of Ireland Business Pulse is recording that 
business confidence jumped in May, sustaining the sense 
of increased optimism on the back of the vaccine rollout 
and easing of restrictions. The Business Pulse came in at 
92.7 in May, 3.8 higher than in April according to the 
survey of about 2,000 companies. The reading was up 
51.3 points on a year ago and up almost 8 points on pre-
pandemic December 2019 readings. 
   The improvement in sentiment was broad based, 
across all four sectoral pulses – industry, services, retail 
and construction. Almost two thirds of retailers (65%) 
and services businesses (64%) are anticipating a pick-up 
in business activity in the near term. 60% of industry 
businesses and 57% of construction firms expect an 
increase. Across the four sectors, only 1% expect to shed 
jobs, offering hope that the easing back of pandemic 
supports does not lead to a spike in unemployment.

Consumers have the means and are increasingly 
willing to engage
As the economy moves towards reopening, consumer 
sentiment is tracking upwards. In fact, Irish consumer 
sentiment was at its strongest level in more than a year 
in April according to KBC Bank. The bank’s consumer 
sentiment index increased to 77.1 in March from 70.8 in 
February. That is the second month on month increase, 
which reverses a sharp fall in January. While there is 
evidence of building confidence, further encouragement 
about a consumer bounce back can be drawn from the 
scale of savings generated over the pandemic. The Central 
Bank suggests that excess pandemic savings and deposits 
reached over €20bn up to Q3 2020, and it is fair to 
assume that figure has grown since. In a scenario where 
half of these funds are spent, this acts as a significant 
fillip to the economy.

Is a second half comeback still on? 
With business and consumer confidence edging up, and 
significant pent up demand in the system, the re-opening 
of the economy will produce a performance bounce. 
Retail Ireland, the Ibec group that represents the retail 
sector, is hopeful of a significant summer bounce in 
trade, with sales in June expected to be 40% higher than 
pre-pandemic times. Based on last year’s experience, 
Retail Ireland expects Irish consumers to spend over €3 
billion on debit and credit cards in shops in June, €800 
million more than over the same period pre-pandemic. 
Further, there are signs that hotel bookings are ramping 
up for a relatively upbeat summer season. 

 

These tailwinds have led to a greater sense that 
economic growth will rebound this year from the low 
base in 2020.  Figures from the Central Bank suggest 
that Modified domestic demand is forecast to grow by 
2.8 per cent in 2021 and 3.9 per cent in 2022. Total 
economic activity, as measured by GDP, is forecast to 
grow by 5.9 per cent in 2021 and 4.7 per cent in 2022. 
The recovery in activity this year will be mainly supported 
by exports, before broadening substantially next year. A 
reduction of the savings ratio from current high levels is 
expected to support a rebound in consumption in 2022 
towards pre-pandemic levels. With the release of pent up 
demand and emerging supply chain issues (particularly 
in construction materials), price increases could emerge 
as a feature in the months ahead.

ECONOMY

These tailwinds have led to a 
greater sense that economic 

growth will rebound this year from the 
low base in 2020.  

SOURCE: CENTRAL BANK.
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Business Developments

The main beneficiary in Dublin 
and across the country will 

be the services sector, which is a 
vital source of employment and 

economic activity.  

Re-opening holds the key to Dublin businesses’ 
recovery
A full 15 months have passed since the first case of 
Covid-19 was detected in Ireland, and finally solid 
evidence has materialised of a meaningful and sustainable 
pathway to economic recovery. The combination of 
severe lockdowns and vaccination rollouts has enabled 
the Government to chart a course for the re-opening of 
many Irish businesses.

The main beneficiary in Dublin and across the country 
will be the services sector, which is a vital source of 
employment and economic activity.  On a phased basis 
from May 4th onwards, sectors including construction, 
personal services (hairdressers and beauticians), retail 
and – most recently – accommodation (hotels, B&Bs, 
self-catering and hostels) have re-opened, thus providing 
a clearer route to economic recovery. Hospitality is 
the next in line to re-open and will provide a much-
needed boost to the worst affected sector and its 
thousands of employees. The phased re-opening of the 
economy will naturally reduce pressure on the Pandemic 
Unemployment Payment, and the scheme is to be phased 
out over time.

The technology sector in Dublin has provided for 
further optimism. The payments platform Stripe, which 
has one of its dual-headquarters in Dublin, has announced 
plans to hire 1,000 employees in Ireland over the next 
five years. The roles will be in a variety of functions 
including engineering and will further accelerate the 
expansion of the company’s Dublin workplace, which 
is its fastest growing international office. Workday, 
the HR and financial management software company, 
has also unveiled expansion plans with 400 new jobs 
for the Capital in the areas of product and technology 
development. In pharmaceuticals, Pfizer has announced 
that it will make a component of its Covid-19 vaccine in 
Dublin, hence creating 75 new jobs. 

Despite these positive developments, the pandemic 
continues to have severe effects for many sectors. The 
closure of Carphone Warehouse is a prime example 
where close to 500 jobs have been lost across Ireland, and 
all shops have closed. This will impact on Dublin’s main 
shopping streets and centres where outlets belonging to 

Debenhams, Topshop, and Oasis amongst others have 
also permanently closed since the onset of the pandemic. 

The shift from office-based to remote working also 
looks to be affecting the market for commercial space 
in Dublin. As shown in the chart, office rents in the city 
centre have dropped for three consecutive quarters up to 
and including Q1 2021. As a result, office rents in the 
city centre were 9.3% below the same period in 2020. 
In the south suburbs, rents declined for the first time 
in over nine years in Q1 (-6.7% QoQ). In tandem with 
rising vacancy rates, such changes in rent levels provide 
growing evidence of changing dynamics within the 
Capital’s commercial market.

Dublin Office Rents Index (2006 = 100)

SOURCE: CBRE 

City CentreSouth Suburbs
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Business Developments

“Restrictions led to steep 
reductions in both output and 

new orders. One positive was a 
stabilisation of employment, with 
firms seemingly deciding to look 

through the restrictions in the hope 
of better days ahead.”  

Dublin business activity plummets in Q1 2021 as 
restrictions impact all sectors

Activity levels in Dublin’s private sector plummeted in 
the first quarter of 2021 as the re-imposition of Level 
5 Covid-19 restrictions limited output. The Capital’s 
Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) dropped from 49.2 
in Q4 2020 to 40.4 in Q1 2021, thus remaining below 
the 50 mark which separates growth from contraction. 
Although severe, the reduction in business activity was 
not as stark as in Q2 2020 when the PMI fell back to 
25.2.

All three monitored sectors posted reductions in 
activity in Q1 2021. This was led by construction where 
all but essential work was prohibited, and the PMI 
consequently fell to 27.5. Sharp reductions were also 
seen in the manufacturing and services sectors where the 
PMI readings stood at 42.7 and 42.5 respectively. 

New orders, which are a leading indicator of activity, 
dropped to 43.0 for Dublin companies in Q1. This was 
the lowest ebb for new orders since Q2 2020 when the 
index collapsed to 24.3.

Employment was the sole bright spot in Q1. Although 
workloads declined at the start of the year, Dublin 
firms often opted to retain staff ahead of the easing of 
lockdown measures. As a result, the employment PMI 
(50.5) indicated a minor expansion in employment.

Outside of Dublin, a deeper contraction in business 
activity was recorded with the overall PMI declining 
to 39.0 in the quarter. This was influenced by more 
significant reductions in both new orders (39.6) and 
employment levels (46.9) when compared to the Capital.

Overall Dublin IHS Markit PMI (SA) 

Overall PMI Employment (SA)

DublinRest of Ireland

DublinRest of Ireland

Overall PMI New Orders (SA)

DublinRest of Ireland
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Dublin retail spending descends further in 
Q1 2021
MasterCard Total Retail Sales Index (SA)

Retail spending in Dublin continued to decline in Q1 
2021 as Covid-19 restrictions limited access to most 
bricks-and-mortar outlets. The traditional ‘January 
sales’ were curtailed as non-essential retail was shuttered 
for the duration of the quarter. Consumer spending 
consequently fell by 3.9% QoQ. 

Expenditure on both Necessities and Entertainment 
remained stable in Q1 – albeit with polar opposite index 
readings of 138.5 and 43.7 (Q1 2014 = 100) respectively. 
Discretionary spending, which more than doubled with 
the reopening of retail units in Q3 2020, contracted by 
over 20% QoQ in the first quarter. Household Goods 
spending was the strongest performer in Q1, rising by 

8.5% QoQ. eCommerce – which may have benefitted 
from the lack of post-Christmas sales – maintained an 
upward trajectory with QoQ growth of 4.4%.

Consumer spending in the Capital also fell on a 
YoY basis. An overall contraction of 4% was mainly 
driven by two segments: Discretionary (-57.0%) and 
Entertainment (-69.1%).

Necessities expenditure remained up by 8% YoY, 
though this will be expected to decline as hospitality 
re-opens in June. Big ticket spending on Household 
Goods remained ahead by 7.6% YoY. The performance 
of eCommerce was most remarkable – increasing by 
45.1% YoY as the pandemic sustained a ‘perfect storm’ 
for online sales.

METHODOLOGY
A macro-economic indicator, SpendingPulse™ reports on national and Dublin retail sales and is based on aggregate sales activity in the MasterCard payments network, coupled with estimates for 
all other payment forms, including cash and cheque. This information has been grossed up to present an estimate of the total retail sales of retail businesses in Ireland and Dublin to both resi-
dents and tourists. Data is seasonally adjusted but is not adjusted for inflation. MasterCard SpendingPulse™ does not represent MasterCard financial performance. SpendingPulse™ is provided by 
MasterCard Advisors, the professional services arm of MasterCard International Incorporated. See www.dublineconomy.ie for more info on methodology.

Dublin Retail Sales Value Index (SA) Q1 2021

IrelandDublin

+8.0% 
YoY

Necessities eCommerce Household 
Goods 

Entertainment Discretionary 

-57.0% 
YoY

+7.6% 
YoY

-69.1% 
YoY

+45.1% 
YoY

RETAIL

122
-4.0%
YoY

120
-2.5% 
YoY

*ALL VALUES ARE SEASONALLY ADJUSTED BY GRANT THORNTON
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Spending by overseas tourists in both the Dublin and 
Irish economies remained at a low ebb in Q1 2021. 
Tourism expenditure in the Capital was down by over 
61% YoY. On a QoQ basis, spending increased QoQ 
(+15.3%) but this needs to be caveated by the low 
base from which the increase arose, and the fact that 
MasterCard includes spending by overseas residents in 
Dublin (and Ireland) as ‘tourism’ spending.

The Chinese and US markets, unsurprisingly, remained 
most severely affected in terms of tourist spend. Total 
expenditure in Dublin by visitors from these countries 
was down by 97% and 94% respectively.  The decline 
in US tourist revenues is particularly troublesome as the 

market is a key source of business for Irish tourism. 
Within Europe, German tourist spending declined 

to the greatest extent (-80.3% YoY). The UK, which is 
critical to Ireland’s tourism market alongside the US, 
also continued to be drastically affected (-62.2% YoY). 
Spending by French tourists dropped by over 71% 
YoY. It will be hoped that once international travel 
recommences, tourists from European markets will be 
the first to provide an external stimulus to the Dublin 
and Irish retail sectors.

The Future of Retail
The re-opening of non-essential outlets in May has been 
the major positive development in the retail sector in 
Q2. Click-and-collect and outdoor non-essential retail 
returned on May 10th, with all other retail re-opening 
a week later. This will be borne out in employment 
and retail spending figures in the next issue as tens of 
thousands of Dublin residents returned to jobs in the 
sector. 

The significant question which remains, however, is to 
what extent the shift to eCommerce is sustained beyond 
the lifetime of the pandemic, especially in a world where 
remote working is more commonplace.  As shown in 
the chart, up to 23% of monthly revenue generated by 
Irish businesses has come from online sales since April 
2020. This is undoubtedly connected to lockdowns, but 
consumer behaviour may well have been permanently 
altered by the events of the last 15 months. Only time 
will tell.

Percentage of Irish Retail Businesses’ Turnover 
Generated via Online Sales

Tourist spending remains at a low ebb as 
pandemic restrictions dominate

SOURCE: CSO. 

133.8

RETAIL

Dublin and Ireland Tourist Spend by Origin - Q1 2021 (SA)

-96.0%
YOY CHANGE 

IN SPENDING IN 
IRELAND

-94.4%
YOY CHANGE 

IN SPENDING IN 
DUBLIN

YOY CHANGE 
IN SPENDING IN 

IRELAND

-75.8% -71.3%
YOY CHANGE 

IN SPENDING IN 
DUBLIN

YOY CHANGE 
IN SPENDING IN 

IRELAND

-84.8% -80.3%
YOY CHANGE 

IN SPENDING IN 
DUBLIN

YOY CHANGE 
IN SPENDING IN 

IRELAND

-98.0% -97.2%
YOY CHANGE 

IN SPENDING IN 
DUBLIN

YOY CHANGE 
IN SPENDING IN 

DUBLIN

-84.0% -62.2%
YOY CHANGE 

IN SPENDING IN 
IRELAND

YOY OVERALL CHANGE 
IN TOURSIM SPEND IN 

DUBLIN

-87.1% -61.1%
YOY OVERALL CHANGE 
IN TOURSIM SPEND IN 

IRELAND

Overall

DublinIreland

SOURCE: MASTERCARD SPENDINGPULSE

All retail businesses (excl. motor trades, fuel and bars)
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Dearth of visitors starves Dublin hotel market 

Dublin Hotel Average Daily Rates (SA)

Hotels in Dublin remained under severe pressure 
between February and April 2021 as a dearth of domestic 
and international visitors starved the market. Occupancy 
rates were consequently below 20% (SA) in each of the 
first four months of the year. Average Daily Rates for 
a room, which troughed in September 2020, rose to 
€111 in December 2020 but subsequently fell back to 
below €90 in the New Year. The planned re-opening of 
the sector on June 7th and the phased lifting of travel 
restrictions is expected to provide initial respite for the 
embattled sector over the summer months.

Seated Diners at Dublin Restaurants 
(YoY % Change)

The volume of seated diners at Dublin restaurants 
continued to flatline up to the end of May 2021, capping 
a horrific start to the year for the sector. The imposition 
of Level 5 restrictions - which prohibited restaurants 
across Ireland from opening - resulted in trade dropping 
virtually to zero between January and May. The planned 
resumption of outdoor service at bars and restaurants 
from June 7th should herald the beginning of a busy 
summer season for the sector. The bounce in seated 
diners at Christmas 2020 provides evidence of the likely 
recovery which lies ahead.

APR '21
HOTEL OCCUPANCY RATE (SA) 18.7%
YEAR ON YEAR % AGE POINT CHANGE +12.4
INDEX OF HOTEL ROOM SUPPLY (SA, JULY 2013=100) 92.2
YEAR ON YEAR % CHANGE +77.9

SOURCE: STR GLOBAL. SEASONALLY ADJUSTED BY GRANT THORNTON.

SOURCE: OPENTABLE. NOTE: DATA ONLY INCLUDES SATURDAY DINERS.

MAY '21
YEAR ON YEAR % CHANGE IN SEATED DINERS IN 
DUBLIN -99.4

YEAR ON YEAR  % CHANGE IN SEATED DINERS IN 
IRELAND

-99.7

Index of SupplyAverage Daily Rate €

Restaurants' suffering continues but busy 
summer beckons

National Lockdown/Level 5 Restrictions

HOSPITALITY

€156
Max

22.8%
Max
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Since 2018 a new local government and higher education 
network has been emerging in the region between Dublin 
and Belfast. The network of eight local authorities (four 
on each  side of the border) came together with a shared 
recognition of both the potential benefits that could arise 
from cooperation, and the challenges that may arise in 
the coming years – not least from the outcome of Brexit. 

Economic and Demographic Strengths
The region has historically been a centre for economic 
and population concentration on the island. A joint 
research report, commissioned by the 8 Local Authorities 
and completed by University of Ulster and DCU, has 
shown how the strengths – in particular the road and 
rail infrastructure, and levels of entrepreneurship and 
innovation – have emerged over a long time. 

A key strength of the Corridor region is its 2 million 
population and the spatial concentration, educational 
attainment and diversity of this.  The population is 
younger than elsewhere on the island, a third are educated 
to university level and more than 15% were not born in 
Ireland. By 2040, a third of the island’s population could 
live on the Corridor. This presents its own challenges, 
not least sustainable housing and transport solutions.

Inward Investment
The other key strength is the recurrent inward investment 
in the Corridor. Businesses, particularly multi-nationals, 
have found the region to be an attractive proposition 
and returned for repeat business. Dublin and Belfast are 
key to this success but the other council areas have seen 
spillovers from this too. 

Employment growth to more than a million jobs has 
created a demand for high levels of skills. Our report, 
‘The Dublin-Belfast Economic Corridor: Current 
Profile, Potential for Recovery & Opportunities for 
Cooperation’ notes promotional opportunities for the 
network to build further on decades of success. Tourism, 
agri-food and emerging industries such as FinTech, 
cyber-security and high-tech creative could all feature.

We believe that the region has not reached its full 
potential. Knowledge flows between multinational and 
domestic firms, between firms and universities, and 
between different skills levels have been limited. The 
creation of new ‘soft’ infrastructure, such as shared 
research centres, ‘smart city’ initiatives and investment 
in environmental management can create new and 
inclusive development paths. 

A New Initiative
The Corridor initiative was launched online (see www.
dbec.info ) in March 2021 by ministers from the Irish and 
UK Governments and the Northern Ireland Executive. 
The first steps will be political and public engagement 
by the network this year to refine priorities for a plan of 
work to grasp the opportunities identified in the report.

Part of our research looks at other places and their 
cross-border economic corridors. The Oresund region has 
become best known for the bridge linking Denmark and 
southern Sweden. But growth there is about much more 
than a transport link. Networks of researchers, cultural 
links and education exchanges have all developed. 
Oresund shows how the key to success is effective 
partnership with all partners getting to know each other 
and building trust. This is once more developing in the 
Dublin-Belfast Economic Corridor.
The report researchers are Neale Blair (UU), Jordana 
Corrigan (TU Dublin), Eoin Magennis (UU) and Deiric 
Ó Broin (DCU). 

Deepening cooperation on the Dublin-
Belfast economic corridor

Eoin Magennis
Ulster University 
Economic Policy Centre

SPECIAL REPORT

A key strength of the Corridor 
region is its 2 million population 

and the spatial concentration, 
educational attainment and 

diversity of this.  
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Live register claimants dip further in April 

Dublin Live Register (SA)

The number of people on the Live Register in Dublin 
continued on a downward trajectory for a seventh 
consecutive month in April 2021. Over 47,700 claimants 
(SA) were recorded in the month, down 0.9% MoM and 
3.4% YoY. This reflected an underlying downward trend 
in unemployment over the past decade. It must be noted, 
however, that the Government's labour market supports 
(PUP and EWSS) will have had distortionary effects as 
recipients of these supports are not counted on the Live 
Register. At the national level, Live Register claimants 
fell by 1.7% MoM and 16.1% YoY to 183,822 in April.

Dublin Pandemic Unemployment Payment 
Recipients

The number of recipients of the Pandemic Unemployment 
Payment (PUP) in Dublin descended gradually between 
February and May 2021. By the first week of May, just 
over 125,000 Dublin residents were in receipt of the 
payment. Importantly, the data captures the first week 
where all construction and outdoor work re-commenced, 
meaning many workers engaged in those sectors will have 
stopped receiving the PUP. Further sharp declines will 
be expected in the coming weeks as most of the Dublin 
economy re-opens. The PUP itself will be phased out 
over time as the need to provide labour market supports 
declines.

APR '21
DUBLIN LIVE REGISTER (SA) 47,755
YEAR ON YEAR % CHANGE -3.4
IRELAND LIVE REGISTER (SA) 183,822
YEAR ON YEAR % CHANGE -16.1

NOTE: Q1 2021 LABOUR FORCE SURVEY DATA NOT YET AVAILABLE AT TIME OF PUBLICATION.

SOURCE: CSO. DATA IS WEEKLY.

MAY '21
TOTAL DUBLIN PUP RECIPIENTS 125,105
MONTH ON MONTH CHANGE -14,979

PUP recipients numbers begin descent

LABOUR MARKET

104,914
Max

175,506
Max

44,685
Min

SOURCE: CSO, SEASONALLY ADJUSTED BY GRANT THORNTON.
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Employment by Broad Sector '000s (SA)

Job Postings on Indeed 
(Feb 2020 = 100)

SOURCE: CSO. SEASONALLY ADJUSTED BY GRANT THORNTON. 
INDIVIDUAL SECTOR VALUES MAY NOT SUM TO TOTAL DUE TO ROUNDING.

SOURCE: INDEED
NOTE: 7 DAY MOVING AVERAGE, INDEXED TO 01/02/2020.

Employment levels likely to take time to recover 

Although Q1 2021 employment figures for Dublin have 
yet to be released, the CSO has reported that employment 
nationally fell YoY in all 13 economic sectors. The          
re-opening of the economy will provide a boost, yet the 
European Commission has forecasted that the phasing 
out of employment supports (where recipients are still 
classed as 'employed') is likely to drive a 3.5% reduction 
in employment nationally in 2021. Specific sectors such 
as retail, recreation and travel are likely to be particularly 
affected, and Ibec has recently shown that employees in 
those sectors are now far more likely to seek employment 
in other sectors of the economy. Skills shortages may 
result, while the uneven nature of recovery suggests 
that the labour market will take time to rebalance post-
pandemic.

Q4 '20
SERVICES EMPLOYMENT '000S (SA) 608.0
YEAR ON YEAR CHANGE '000S (SA) -28.8
INDUSTRY & CONSTR. EMPLOYMENT '000S (SA) 83.0
YEAR ON YEAR CHANGE '000S (SA) -0.9

Job postings show slower pace of capital's 
recovery

The volume of online postings for jobs in the Dublin 
region continued to recover in May 2021, albeit at a 
slower rate when compared to the rest of the country. 
According to Indeed data, postings remained 15.6% 
lower in Dublin than the pre-pandemic baseline of 
February 2020 but remained on an upward trend from 
the trough of June 2020. Despite the broadly positive 
movements in the Capital, it is evident that the jobs 
recovery is far stronger outside of Dublin. Job postings 
for the Rest of Ireland were up by 20.2% on the pre-
pandemic baseline and have consistently outperformed 
over the past year.

MAY '21
PERCENTAGE POINT DIFFERENCE IN JOB POSTINGS IN 
DUBLIN RELATIVE TO FEB 2020 BASELINE -15.6

PERCENTAGE POINT DIFFERENCE IN JOB POSTINGS IN 
IRELAND (EX DUBLIN) RELATIVE TO FEB 2020 BASELINE +20.2

Private ServicesPublic Sector

IndustryConstruction

DublinNational

LABOUR MARKET

-56.4
Min

717,842
Max
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Internationally published benchmarks are a useful means 
of measuring a city’s performance relative to its peers, 
and recent indicators for Dublin confirm the city’s 
strong showing across a range of dimensions (see table 
opposite). 

Smart City Credentials
The Capital has developed a reputation for its smart city 
programme and this has been recognised in the latest 
Eden Strategy Institute’s Smart City rankings. Dublin 
ranked 26th in the world, up 15 places on the previous 
year. Its highest scores were achieved for ‘Leadership’ 
and ‘Innovation Ecosystem’, with particular attention 
paid to the establishment of smart districts in the 
Dublin region to testbed innovations & partnerships - 
for example the recent Smart D8 initiative to improve 
the health and wellbeing of citizens. Dublin’s smart city 
credentials are likely to be further strengthened by the 
recent announcement by Air View Dublin of a year-long 
project where, for the first time, an electric Google Street 
View car will measure air quality standards across the 
city.

A Global City of the Future
Dublin ranked in fifth position globally and third 
position in Europe in a recent fDi Global Cities of the 
Future ranking. The city came in just behind Amsterdam, 

and – according to the report – performed particularly 
well in attracting foreign direct investment. fDi considers 
Dublin to be primed for any further movement of 
firms from London post-Brexit. The 12.5% Corporate 
Tax Rate and established financial services sector in 
the Dublin region were highlighted as distinctive and 
attractive features. 

Tourism Friendly
A poll of Condé Nast Traveller magazine readers has 
positioned Dublin as the second friendliest city in Europe 
for visitors, behind only Galway. The city’s reputation as 
a welcoming destination for visitors will be a positive as 
the tourist industry looks to rebuild after the pandemic.  
Housing Affordability Remains a Challenge
Dublin remains the fifth most expensive city in Europe 
for residential rentals, according to a recent report from 
ECA International. At €3,713 per month, the cost of 
renting a three bedroom home in central Dublin exceeds 
the equivalent cost for most other cities – including 
Paris (6th), Luxembourg (9th) and Amsterdam (10th). 
High rents in Dublin were attributed to a combination 
of strong demand amongst businesspeople and tight 
building regulations which limit supply. However, rental 
costs were considerably lower than the £5,364 per month 
recorded in the most expensive city, London.

Dublin’s Smart City and FDI Successes 
Lead to Strong International Rankings 

DUBLIN'S INTERNATIONAL RANKINGS
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‡ CHANGE ON PREVIOUS PUBLICATION OF THE RELEVANT BENCHMARK. AN UPWARD-POINTING ARROW DENOTES AN IMPROVEMENT. *TCD.

DUBLIN'S LATEST INTERNATIONAL RANKINGS

Source Benchmarking Criteria Year Ranking
PwC-ULI Emerging Trends in Real 
Estate Europe 

Outlook for investment and development, and 
the scale/liquidity of the city’s market 2020 12 ▼

Condé Nast Friendliest Cities in 
Europe

Votes by readers of Condé Nast Traveller 
magazine based on experiences in European 
cities

2020 2 -

Eden Strategy Institute Top 50 Smart 
City Governments 

10 key factors covering governance, resourcing, 
smart programmes, policies and ecosystem 2021 26 ▲

IMD Smart City Index Economic and technological factors, and citizens’ 
perceptions of "smart" city credentials 2020 34 ▼

fDi European Cities & Regions of the 
Future 2020/2021

FDI performance, connectivity, cost 
effectiveness, economic potential, innovation & 
attractiveness

2020 3 ▲

fDi Market Top Headquarter 
Locations (Financial Times)

Weighting of fDi Markets data (since 2015) 
against locations' population size 2020 1 ▲

fDi Global Cities of the Future 
2020/2021

FDI performance, connectivity, cost 
effectiveness, economic potential, innovation & 
attractiveness

2021 5 ▼

EY Financial Services Brexit Tracker
Movement of services and staff at financial 
services firms in the UK since the Brexit 
referendum in 2016

2021 1 -

Global Talent Competitiveness Index

Regulatory, market and business/labour 
landscape, external and international openness, 
education and access to growth opportunities 
and sustainability and lifestyle

2020 13 ▲

Mercer Cost of Living City Rankings Cost of consumer goods and services 2020 46 ▼

ECA International Accommodation 
Rankings 2021 Monthly rent for a three bedroom home 2021 5 -

Startup Genome Global Startup 
Ecosystem Report 2020

Performance, funding, market reach, 
connectedness, talent, experience 2020 36 ▼

TomTom Traffic Index Congestion levels 2020 21 ▲

QS World University Rankings University quality 2021 101* ▲

IMD World Competitiveness Ranking 
2020

332 competitiveness criteria related to 
competitiveness, digital competitiveness and 
talent

2021 12 ▼

DUBLIN'S INTERNATIONAL RANKINGS
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Residential Property Price Index (2015 = 100)

Dublin house price growth accelerated over the course 
of the first quarter of 2021, amidst high levels of activity 
in the market. Property prices increased across all three 
months in the quarter, with 1.1% MoM and 2.5% YoY 
growth in March alone. This drove the price index for 
the Capital to its highest point since December 2008, 
and further reflects the combination of supply issues 
and record levels of consumer savings in the economy. 
Outside the Capital, price growth was more modest 
MoM, yet prices were up by 5% YoY in March.

SOURCE: CSO. 
NOTE: 2015 = 100.

MAR '21
PROPERTY PRICE INDEX DUBLIN 127.8
YEAR ON YEAR % CHANGE +2.5
PROPERTY PRICE INDEX NATIONAL EXCL. DUBLIN 151.9
YEAR ON YEAR % CHANGE +5.0

Dublin house prices return to 2008 levels

DublinNational excl. Dublin

HOUSING

Residential property transactions reach new 
peak in January 2021
Dublin Residential Property Transactions (SA)

The Dublin property market roared back in to life in 
January 2021 as more than 2,500 units (SA) were sold 
in the month. This was the highest monthly total in over 
a decade, and represented increases of 49% YoY and 
76.2% MoM. Transaction levels fell back in February 
but remained up by 6.2% YoY in March. At the national 
level, transactions were up by over a third YoY in Q1. 
Given the restrictions which were imposed on both 
estate agent viewings and construction in the quarter, 
such strong growth in residential sales further highlights 
the massive pent-up demand for property across the 
country.

MAR '21

DUBLIN RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS (SA) 1,885

YEAR ON YEAR % CHANGE +6.2
IRELAND RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS (SA) 6,562
YEAR ON YEAR % CHANGE +33.2

SOURCE: CSO. SEASONALLY ADJUSTED BY GRANT THORNTON.

2,531
Max

127.8
Max
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Dublin House Commencements & Completions

Residential rents fall for the first time in five 
years

Residential construction reaches new low 

Completions (SA)Commencements 

The first quarter of 2021 was the most damaging period 
for the Dublin residential construction market since 
the onset of Covid-19. The imposition of a ban on all 
construction activity from January 8th resulted in new 
house commencements falling to 188 in the quarter. 
This represented a 94.1% YoY decline, and the lowest 
point in seven years. Completions were also adversely 
affected and almost halved QoQ. Fewer than 1,300 units 
(SA) were completed in Q1, thus limiting supply to an 
already pressurised market.

Q1 '21
TOTAL HOUSE COMMENCEMENTS 188
YEAR ON YEAR CHANGE -3,030
TOTAL HOUSE COMPLETIONS (SA) 1,278
YEAR ON YEAR CHANGE -379

SOURCE: CSO, DHLGH

HOUSING

Residential Rents € Per Month

SOURCE: RTB
NOTE: GDA (EX DUBLIN) IS KILDARE, MEATH AND WICKLOW.

Average residential rents in Dublin fell QoQ for the first 
time in 5 years in Q4 2020. The average rent rose by 
2.1% YoY but declined by €21 (1.2%) QoQ to stand at 
€1,728. The latter is the first solid evidence to support 
an anecdotal shift in rental activity away from Dublin 
as remote working has become an established norm 
for many employees. Despite the moderate cooling 
in the Capital, rents continued to rise in the counties 
surrounding Dublin (Greater Dublin Area, +0.9% 
QoQ), and indicate that some Dublin residents may be 
choosing to relocate within the east of the country. Rents 
outside of the GDA were stable in Q4. 

Q4 '20
DUBLIN AVG RESIDENTIAL RENT € PER MONTH 1,728
YEAR ON YEAR € CHANGE +36

Outside GDAGreater Dublin AreaDublin

€1,749
Max

3,218
Max

2,472
Max
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Public transport usage falls back in Q1

Public Transport Million Trips (SA)

Passenger journeys on Dublin's public transport system 
receded in the first quarter of 2021 as large swathes of the 
economy were locked down. Total public transport trips 
in the Capital fell to 14.7 million (SA) in the quarter. 
This corresponded to QoQ and YoY declines of 43.8% 
and 74.2% respectively. Usage declined by over 40% 
QoQ for each of the four public transport modes, with 
Dublin Bus recording the largest absolute reduction (-8 
million trips QoQ). The return to physical workplaces 
and the re-emergence of tourism and hospitality will be 
expected to boost passenger journeys around the region 
from Q2 onwards.

Dublin Average Daily Traffic Count '000s (SA)

Traffic volumes on the Dublin road network increased in 
the months from January up to and including May 2021, 
but remained below pre-pandemic levels. Counters on 
eight of Dublin's main thoroughfares indicate that a 
trough in traffic volumes in late December was succeeded 
by significant upticks, notably in April and May when 
travel restrictions within Dublin and inter-county were 
lifted. Road usage in May was up by 127.1% YoY from 
the lows of 2020, but down by 13.6% compared to the 
same period in 2019.

Q1 '21
PUBLIC TRANSPORT MILLION TRIPS (SA) 14.7
YEAR ON YEAR % CHANGE -74.2

SOURCE: TII. SEASONALLY ADJUSTED BY GRANT THORNTON. DATA IS WEEKLY.

Lifting of travel restrictions boosts Dublin 
road usage

SOURCE: NTA. SEASONALLY ADJUSTED BY GRANT THORNTON.
NOTE: PROVISIONAL DATA VERIFIED BY ALL OPERATORS.

MAY '21
AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC COUNT (SA) 605,840
YEAR ON YEAR % CHANGE +127.1
PEAK VOLUME COUNT (AM) (SA) 39,621
YEAR ON YEAR % CHANGE +87.0
PEAK VOLUME COUNT (PM) (SA) 47,048
YEAR ON YEAR % CHANGE +115.2

Dublin City BusBus Éireann

Irish RailLuas

TRANSPORT & TRAVEL

Storm 
Emma

201,469
Min
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Dublin Airport Passengers '000s (SA)

Dublin Port Tonnage Million Tonnes (SA)

SOURCE: CSO & DUBLIN AIRPORT. SEASONALLY ADJUSTED BY GRANT THORNTON.

Dublin airport passenger movements down by 
almost 93% year-on-year

Combined passenger arrivals and departures at Dublin 
Airport fell back to below 500,000 (SA) in Q1 2021 as 
travel restrictions continued to decimate the aviation 
industry. Passenger throughput in the quarter fell by 
almost a third from Q4 2020. The situation was more 
stark on a YoY basis, with throughput declining by 6.3 
million trips or 92.8%. Hotel quarantining came in 
to effect in April and will be expected to have further 
depressed arrivals from a number of countries, including 
France, Belgium and the United States.

Q1 '21
TOTAL PASSENGERS '000S (SA) 486
YEAR ON YEAR CHANGE '000S TRIPS -6,300

Dublin port recovery unravels in Q1 2021

Activity at Dublin Port receded considerably in the first 
quarter of 2021. Throughput fell by 21.5% QoQ and 
14.6% YoY  to 7.9 million tonnes (SA), thus reversing 
the recovery which occurred after the previous trough in 
Q2 2020. In absolute terms, imports contracted to the 
greatest extent with a 1.4 million tonne (22.1%) QoQ 
decline. Exports were also severely affected, dropping by 
900,000 tonnes or 22.9% QoQ. Brexit is said to be the 
cause as trade volumes have shifted from Dublin Port to 
ports in Northern Ireland. The permanence or otherwise 
of this relocation will become apparent over the coming 
quarters. 

Q1 '21
DUBLIN PORT EXPORTS MILLION TONNES (SA) 3.09
YOY CHANGE MILLION TONNES (SA) -0.67
DUBLIN PORT IMPORTS MILLION TONNES (SA) 4.74
YOY CHANGE MILLION TONNES (SA) -0.78

SOURCE: DUBLIN PORT. SEASONALLY ADJUSTED BY GRANT THORNTON.
NOTE: IMPORTS AND EXPORTS MAY NOT ADD TO TOTAL THROUGHPUT DUE TO SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT AND ROUNDING.

ImportsExportsTotal Tonnage

TRANSPORT & TRAVEL

10.1
Max

8.22m
Max



Rediscover, not recover
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Live, Visit and Study. It’s a pure data driven approach 
designed to help places identify how they benchmark and 
rank against competing locations and to support place 
development and place marketing. The 40+ datapoints 
gathered and the weights applied determine the scores.

Ireland’s Second Most Attractive Location
In the Irish model, Dublin doesn’t rank as the number 1 
location across all four pillars.  Dublin is the untouchable 
champion for Investment and Study in Ireland, but is 
not in pole position for Liveability and Tourism. 

But maybe this is not such a revelation. Dublin’s 
transformation to an economic powerhouse came with 
a luxury goods' price tag. This is not uncommon for 
centralised economic hubs – the same goes for Paris 
and London. There was a willingness to shrug the 
shoulders and keep paying the price – particularly on 
the Liveability front where Dublin ranks below Cork 
primarily due to house prices but also crime rates. 

Judith O’Doherty
Founder and Director, 
eutopia

SPECIAL REPORT

Working as a place consultant means it’s hard to avoid 
recovery strategies as we move into post pandemic 
mode. But recovery indicates we need to get back to 
where we were before the malady of the pandemic. The 
fundamental issue with the concept of recovery is that 
it lacks ambition – places need to do more than recover 
– and Dublin has a unique opportunity to rediscover, 
reinvent and reposition. 

Like the pandemic itself, the effects on place have 
been uneven and a city like Dublin, that was a strong 
performer pre-pandemic, should not be content to 
bounce back. Time to use our collective creative genius 
and imagine what better looks like. Progress, not regress. 

Two factors guide us on this journey – classic demand 
and supply factors. Where we were before and how we 
position to exploit the new trends.

Place performance pre-pandemic is critical to this. 
eutopia has a place attractiveness diagnostic tool that 
benchmarks all counties in Ireland for overall place 
attractiveness by each of the four “pillar” areas of Invest, 

Time to use our collective 
creative genius and imagine 

what better looks like. 
Progress, not regress. 



However, the pandemic has seen skills and opportunities 
become mobile and therefore quality of life no longer 
needs to be a compromise.

Tourism scores are impacted by natural assets 
and tourism attractions and here Cork also just pips 
Dublin. This is mainly due to the former, but Cork has 
also worked harder on the product development and 
promotion front.  

The diagnostics also highlighted the extent of the 
gap between Dublin and the rest of the country for 
foreign investment but there are challenges ahead. 
Mark O’Connell, CEO of FDI specialists OCO Global, 
commented that “Dublin is already an established 
‘global’ capital in FDI terms and post Brexit, post 
pandemic, with a Biden led US administration, it has a 
unique opportunity to advance its ambition as the only 
English speaking European HQ. However, increasingly 
FDI has a social conscience and only those locations that 
can present a balance of lifestyle, affordability, inclusion 
as well as skills will stay in contention. Tax is no longer 
the only game in town and is indeed threatened by BEPS 
and other harmonisation policy shifts.”

Repositioning for the Future
In terms of how Dublin repositions for the future, 
the demand side trends provide opportunity. Remote 
working has been posited as a threat for Dublin – but 

actually provides a unique opportunity to fix the over-
heating that made Dublin a victim of its own success. 
It’s not just an opportunity for smaller cities, towns and 
even rural areas, it’s also an opportunity to rebalance 
within Dublin itself. 

Congestion and access now have to be addressed - 
integrated sustainable transport models for all cities are 
no longer on the long finger.  The hybrid working model 
is likely to dominate which will provide some relief, but 
that hybrid model and bringing workers and residents 
back into the city will be predicated on ease of access 
and meeting an increased environmental consciousness. 
Going Back to Our Roots
Part of reinvention and repositioning is going back to 
our roots. The business class overtook the creative class 
in Dublin, yet the latter is seen by many urbanists like 
Richard Florida as a critical success factor for cities. There 
is a chance to revive that heritage. Not just for residents, 
but for tourists who are demanding more authenticity 
and cultural return for their visitor dollars. Increasingly, 
this creative class is also a deciding factor for where 
businesses want to locate and where events happen. 

Dublin has the opportunity to re-establish as an 
unqualified place leader, in Ireland and beyond. The 
pandemic is perhaps just the miracle cure the city needed. 
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SPECIAL REPORT

Congestion and access 
now have to be addressed - 

integrated sustainable transport 
models for all cities are no longer 

on the long finger.  

The Vista Model Segmentation for Dublin 

EUTOPIA IS A PLACE MARKETING COMPANY WHICH WORKS WITH CITIES AND REGIONS OF ALL SIZES TO HELP THEM PROMOTE THEIR LOCATIONS AS PLACES TO INVEST, LIVE, WORK AND STUDY.



SOURCES: CSO, PMI IHS MARKIT; SEAPORT CARGO DUBLIN PORT; PUBLIC TRANSPORT NTA; RESIDENTIAL RENTS RTB; COMMERCIAL PROPERTY CBRE RESEARCH, HOTEL OCCUPANCY STR GLOBAL. NOTE: THESE 
"PETROL GAUGE" CHARTS PRESENT THE PERFORMANCE OF THE PARTICULAR INDICATOR RELATIVE TO A RANGE OF PERFORMANCES FROM MOST POSITIVE (GREEN) TO LEAST POSITIVE (RED). EACH GAUGE PRESENTS 
THE LATEST VALUE COMPARED TO THE PEAK VALUE AND THE TROUGH VALUE OVER THE LAST DECADE (EXCEPT FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORT TRIPS, MASTERCARD SPENDINGPULSE AND STR GLOBAL WHICH COVER THE 
PAST 5 YEARS, AND HOUSING COMPLETIONS WHICH COVER THE PAST 6 YEARS).  THE COMMERCIAL PROPERTY GAUGES ARE RED AT THE HIGH AND LOW EXTREMES, IN RECOGNITION OF THE  UNDESIRABILITY OF 
RENTS THAT ARE EITHER TOO HIGH OR TOO LOW AS WELL AS VACANCY RATES.

Dublin Economic Scorecard
ECONOMY

IHS Markit Business 
PMI Q1 2021

Live Register 
Apr 2021

Spendingpulse 
Sales Index Q1 2021

3 MONTH MOVING AVERAGE (SA) % (SA) INDEX (2014 = 100) (SA)

25 63 44,700 104,900 108 134

TRAVEL
Hotel Occupancy Rate 

Apr 2021
Seaport Cargo 

Q1 2021
Public Transport Trips

 Q1 2021
% OF TOTAL ROOMS (SA) MILLION TONNES/QUARTER (SA) MILLION TRIPS/QUARTER (SA)

5 84 6.8 10.1 14.0 61.6

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
Average Residential  

Rents Q4 2020
Residential Property  
Price Index Mar 2021

Housing Completions 
Q1 2021

€/QUARTER INDEX (2015 = 100) UNITS/QUARTER (SA)

1,037 1,749 65 128 438 2,470

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
Dublin City Centre  
Office Rent Q1 2021

Dublin 2/4 Office  
Vacancy Rate Q1 2021

Dublin Suburbs Office  
Vacancy Rate Q1 2021

INDEX (2006 = 100) % %

50 119 4 20 6 24

40.4 47,755 122

18.7 7.9 14.7

1,728 127.8 1,278

107 9.0 10.0


